
Book Review: by Andrew MacGarvey  

A Quest for Waders Rick and Elis Simpson  

Everyone loves a quest. I checked a few dictionaries to see 

how ‘quest’ is defined and the first simply said “a long 

search”. Having read the latest book by Rick and Elis Simpson 

I knew this, while true as we shall see, was well short of 

defining their particular search. The next dictionary said “a 

long search or pursuit in order to find or obtain something” – 

better. And then I found The One: “an adventurous 

expedition undertaken by a knight, or knights, to secure or 

achieve something”. The quest for waders was an adventure 

and what has come out of the quest is absolutely an 

achievement, and Rick and Elis? They are the knights of this 

story, battling scary flights, inhospitable terrain, biblical 

weather, and dare I say it, Rick’s hotel choices (when he had 

booked them on the right date!)  

For those of you who don’t know Rick and Elis, they are the 

inspiration behind a charity dedicated to wader 

conservation. They run the whole operation from Newport 

Pagnall and have presented to the club at one of our indoor meetings. The charity, Wader Quest, 

was born out of the quest that is the subject of the book. Funds raised by the charity support wader 

conservation projects all over the world the USP being, grants are given to local groups who would 

not normally receive funding. This allows focussed action right down to protection of individual nests 

if that is needed allowing teams around the globe to look after waders ‘from the ground up’.  

So, what about the book? I can tell you it is part autobiography, part travel guide, and part field 

guide and, when I finished reading, I could imagine I had been on the journey with Rick and Elis. The 

story begins in 2012, Rick and Elis having decided to raise £3000 to protect a bird in serious trouble. 

The Spoon-billed Sandpiper was thought to be down to less than a hundred breeding pairs at the 

time of the quest and proved to give the pair the impetus to try and see as many waders as possible 

in one year. And so, completely self-funded, on November 1st they embarked on what would be a 

frenetic year (and a bit) – with ups and downs, moments of excitement and times of sadness.  

The book is divided into the geographical legs of the trip. Almost all of the photographs are of the 

first bird seen for each species, taken by Elis who was in charge of photography. I think Rick got to 

hold the camera once on the whole journey and dropped it onto some rocks and seawater so I can 

see why Elis took that role. There are also several very nice line drawings by Rick. At the beginning of 

each chapter we learn how the fund raising is going and watch the total rise while at the end of a 

chapter we are reminded how many wader species have been seen on that leg, how many are new, 

and crucially how many waders have been seen in total at that point.  

Rick and Elis are passionate about waders, something which comes through loud and clear in the 

writing. While their story is interesting, thought provoking and at times very funny, their desire to 

care for these birds and improve their lot in life is the common thread throughout the book. We 

learn of other people in far-flung countries who want to help, and you feel as though these might be 

your friends too by the end of the book.  



Rick’s descriptions, in particular of the rarer species, are detailed and important, while Elis’ pictures 

are amazing when you consider the conditions under which some of them were taken. Some species 

were only glimpsed fleetingly – although it has to be said Elis did have longer views of some of the 

birds while desperately trying to get Rick’s attention as he chatted to people (invariably looking in 

the opposite direction!)  

I would recommend reading this book, Rick has the knack of telling a good story and the result is a 

book which both educates and entertains in equal measure.  

You can get a copy of the book from www.waderquest.net – all proceeds go to wader conservation 

projects around the world. 


